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A generic cubic-shaped numerical 3D model is

considered consisting of three units with increasing

Young’s modulus E with depth (Fig. 1). Poisson’s

ratio n and density r are assumed as constant. The

base of the cube is free to move horizontally but

constrained vertically. Horizontally directed

displacement boundary conditions are applied at

the vertical boundaries to account for tectonic

stress. Gravity acts as a body force. The finite

element software package Simulia Abaqus is used.

4A. INITIAL AND FINAL STRESS

• An initial stress state is prescribed in order to

- maintain the implemented (observed) geometry

of interfaces, faults, etc. under the force of

gravity

- increase the ratio of horizontal to vertical stress

towards a realistic reference stress state

• Initial stress (Fig. 2a) and subsequent acting of

horizontal forces (representing tectonic stresses)

(Fig. 2b) result in the final stress state

3. MODELLING APPROACH

Planning and operation of subsurface facilities for waste

storage require knowledge about the stress state at depth.

Data-calibrated numerical models provide an adequate

method to assess the stress conditions (e.g. safeND2023

contributions in session S07 by Ahlers et al. and Reiter et

al.).

In general, such stress simulations require a definition of an

initial stress state. Here we analyse how the choice of initial

stress affects the final stress in data-calibrated models in

areas of the model domain with no measured stress.
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Fig. 4 Stress paths for different initial stresses matching calibration 

data at 1 km (a) and 8 km (b) depth.

Fig. 3 Stress paths for different initial stresses defined by variable Poisson‘s 

ratios (Fig. 2a) matching the calibration data at 5 km depth altogether.              

a) Individual cases, b) all stress paths 

Fig. 2 Sketch showing how initial and final stress is established.          

a) Inital stress: a high Poisson‘s ratio is used while gravity acts under 

uniaxial strain conditions. The resulting state of stress is included in an 

undeformed model domain. b) Final stress state: displacement 

boundary conditions  are applied at the vertical boundaries of the model 

domain to account for tectonic stress.

Fig. 5 Stress paths for 

different initial 

stresses matching 

calibration data at 5 

km depth using non-

uniform displacement 

boundary conditions

1. MOTIVATION
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Fig. 1 Geometry, dimensions and rock properties (E, n, r) of the 

generic numerical model.

• Largest deviations between

considered cases at interfaces

• Depth-dependent prediction

quality

• There are distinct depths at

which final stress is independent

on initial stress. Differential

stresses at these depths are

proportional to Young‘s modulus

in these units

• The final stress state in data-

calibrated models depends on 

the choice of initial stress for 

areas in which no data exist

• This uncertainty needs to be 

accounted for in addition to the 

uncertainties of the rock 

properties and of the stress 

data themselves 

2. GENERIC MODEL

• Four different initial stress states (given by n = 0,25 / 0,35 / 0,45 / 0,495 in Fig. 2a; 3a)

• Predefined calibration data at 5 km depth

• Case-dependent amounts of displacement boundary conditions to fit the data (Figs. 2b; 3a)

• Stress gradient in final 

stress correlates with initial 

stress

• Steps at interfaces 

decrease with increasing 

initial stress

• High horizontal stress at 

the surface at low initial 

stress, negative Sh mag-

nitudes at high initial stress

• Partly change of tectonic 

regime at low initial stress

4B. DEPTH OF DATA

• Calibration data at 1 and 8 km depth

4C. NON-UNIFORM BC‘S 5. CONCLUSIONS

• Depth-gradient in displacement boundary conditions
1 km

8 km

a)

b)

• With shallow cali-

bration data un-

certainties in final 

stress related to 

the choice of initial 

stress increase 

with depth

• With deep 

calibration data 

variability in final 

stress is lower

• Final stress state independent on choice of initial

stress in the unit with calibration data
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